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 use a keyboard and type a to 257.
z. 

 listen and type a computer 258.
word, phrase, and sentence.

 listen to a partner say what he 259.
or she does with computers 
and make a comment.
 say two things we can do with 260.
a computer. 

	write	a	short	online	profile	261.
about computers and my life. 
 read a short letter about 262.
computers and write a reply to 
it. 

	read	the	J.	K.	Rowling	story	263.
(Part 1)  by myself and answer 
three questions about it. 
 say two things I’d do if I could 264.
do magic. 

 listen and point to the pictures 265.
of three heroes in history. 
 say two names of heroes 266.
in history I like and say 
something about them. 

 say two sentences about 267.
inventions	and	when	they	
were	invented.
 repeat a sentence correctly 268.
about	great	inventions.	

 read an email about heroes. 269.

 write an email about heroes.  270.

 271. read	the	J	.K.	Rowling	story	
(Part 2)  by myself and answer 
three questions about it.
 say a sentence about my 272.
favorite	story	character	and	
why I like him or her.  

 273. listen to the world weather and 
write down the weather and 
temperature. 
 talk about today’s temperature 274.
and	weather	where	I	live.	

 say the time in two different 275.
cities. 

 say a weather forecast for one 276.
place in the world.  

 write two sentences about 277.
how different weather makes 
me feel. 
 write what I want to do in 278.
different types of weather.

 read the 279. Titanic story (Part 1) 
by myself and answer three 
questions about it.
 say what I’d do on a sinking 280.
ship. 

	listen	and	fill	in	words	about	281.
what little and big kids are 
made of. 
 listen and say what something 282.
is made of or made from.  

 say two things I want to do 283.
better this year. 

 quickly answer questions 284.
about what I want to do better. 

 say how interested I am in two 285.
things.
 read an email about what 286.
someone is interested in and 
write a reply.  

 read the 287. Titanic story (Part 2) 
by myself and answer three 
questions about it.
 say two amazing facts about 288.
the Titanic story (Part 2) 

	listen	and	fill	in	the	missing	289.
words for Hush, Little Baby.

 listen and say three pairs of 290.
rhyming words.

 ask and answer two questions 291.
using if 

 make two jokes using 292. if 
sentences.  

 write one funny sentence and 293.
one serious sentence starting 
with If…
 read a friend’s letter about 294.
funny if … an serious if … and 
write a short reply. 

 read 295. Romeo and Juliet (Part 
1) by myself and answer three 
questions about it.
 say two things I know about 296.
Romeo and Juliet. 

	fill	in	the	missing	words	in	the	297.
Pass Me … chant
 say two things that are good 298.
to	have	at	parties,	giving	
reasons.   

 act out two party dialogs in a 299.
group

 play a simple party game 300.

	read	a	party	invitation.	301.

	write	a	party	invitation.		302.

 read the 303. Romeo and Juliet 
(Part 2) by myself and answer 
three questions about it.

 say two things I think about 304.
the story of Romeo and Juliet. 

	make	a	new	first	line	for	305. A 
Sailor Went to Sea.

 say the names of four famous 306.
adventurers.	

	say	one	adventure	I	want	to	307.
have.

 ask a partner two questions 308.
about	his	or	her	adventure.

 write what I want to do on my 309.
space trip. 

 write a fun email from my 310.
adventure	trip.		

	read	the	interview	with	Yayoi	311.
Kusama by myself and answer 
three questions about it.

 say two things about art. 312.

	sing	one	new	verse	for	313. When 
the Saints Go Marching In.

 point to and say the names of 314.
five	bugs.		

 do a dialog about meeting 315.
friends from around the world. 

	say	the	names	of	five	316.
countries	that	I	want	to	visit.	

 write answers to six personal 317.
questions.

 write my personal information 318.
profile.	

 read the 319. Old Person of Dover 
and the Old Man with a Beard 
poems by myself. 
	say	my	favorite	poem	in	front	320.
of an audience. 

What Are You 
Interested In?

Heroes

The Big, Wide 
World 

I’m Really Excited 
About…

If …

Party Time 

Adventures

Friends Around the 
World 
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